Plans to learn a new tech skill in 2019? What you need to know

Open source software is, by definition, free. But it can sometimes cost you a king's ransom to learn how to master it. The good news? The open source ethos is alive and well in the education sector, and there are plenty of high-quality learning resources available. You just need to know where to find them.

This article?adapted from my book, Solving for Technology: How to quickly learn valuable new skills in a madly changing technology world?offers some thoughts on what's out there and how to get the most out of it.

Python Community Interview With Corey Schafer

For this week's community interview, I am joined by Corey Schafer, of YouTube fame.

Corey is a full-time content creator publishing regular Python tutorials on YouTube. In this interview, we talk to Corey about his YouTube channel and his advice for budding YouTubers and content creators, getting his first developer job, and his passion for woodworking.

Test and Code: 61: A retrospective

Building GraphQL APIs in Python Using Graphene with Syrus Akbary - Episode 192
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